Looking to fulfill your CEU educational credits?

Book us in for a CEU lunch & learn as we combine educational learning with a complimentary lunch!
Let us ease your tile selection process with your next design! Learn the life cycle cost of flooring, understand the care and maintenance of tile and natural stone with the knowledge of practical technical specifications.

The ultimate guide to building with health and welfare in mind! Understand the importance of Indoor Air Quality and the definition of the standard Green Building. Technical specification and barrier free path of travel will also be discussed as further define the needs of health and welfare in building codes.

Travel through the history of tile and learn about the intricate manufacturing processes that can take place to bring you the products we see on the market. Take an in depth look at technical testing and ratings as well as the versatility of tile.

Learn about the various classifications of stone and how it is quarried and processed. This presentation will shed light on the various benefits and limitations of natural stone, as well as tips for protecting your floors and countertops!
Learn all about the world of specialty tile – from façade and thin tiles to pool decks and outdoor flooring.


Large scale porcelain tile panels and slabs are transforming the design specification marketplace. Learn about industry standards, technical specification and about the important handling and installation safety details of this multi application product.

Note: Each program will earn 1 core credit for each Association listed.
Ames Lunch & Learns are a great way for our industry partners to become experts in tile & stone.

- We can design each Lunch & Learn to **cater to your needs**
- Get **practical advice and tips** from industry professionals
- We can even bring in representatives from **Nuheat, Custom, Laticrete, and Schluter**
- Enjoy a delicious **complimentary meal** with your team

Let us know what you hope to achieve and we’ll bring the experts to you!

A Lunch & Learn is a great opportunity to speak directly to the professionals in an intimate and uninterrupted setting.

**Contact us today for more information or to set up your very own Lunch & Learn!**